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Международная информационная безопасность: в поисках консолидированных подходов

Интервью с АНДРЕЕМ ВЛАДИМИРОВИЧЕМ КРУТСКИХ,
Специальным представителем Президента Российской Федерации по вопросам международного сотрудничества в области информационной безопасности, Чрезвычайным и Полномочным Послом, директором Департамента международной информационной безопасности МИД России

Аннотация. Андрей Владимирович Крутских — Специальный представитель Президента Российской Федерации по вопросам международного сотрудничества в области информационной безопасности с 2014 г., ведущий эксперт в данной сфере в России и в мире. Он занимал должность председателя Группы правительственных экспертов ООН по достижениям в сфере информации и телекоммуникаций и Группы экспертов государств — членов ШОС по международной информационной безопасности (МИБ). С 2020 г. А.В. Крутских является директором Департамента международной информационной безопасности (ДМИБ) МИД России, с 2017 г. — директором Центра международной информационной безопасности и научно-технологической политики (ЦМИБ) МГИМО МИД России. Андрей Владимирович — автор фундаментальных работ, посвященных вопросам МИБ, научный редактор комплексного учебного пособия «Международная информационная безопасность: теория и практика» (в трех томах), подготовленного авторским коллективом ЦМИБ. В ходе интервью А.В. Крутских рассказал о подходах России в области МИБ, роли Российской Федерации в выработке правил ответственного поведения государств в глобальном информационном пространстве.
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Russian initiated of the process of developing norms, rules and principles of responsible State behavior in the field of ICTs at the UN in 1998. Significant progress in this area was achieved through cooperation with regional associations — the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), BRICS, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Arab League, and the African Union. Does this mean that Russia is one of the leaders in ICTs norm setting?

— Russia stood at the origins of the discussion of the problems of ensuring international information security (IIS). In 1998 our country submitted a draft resolution “Developments in the field of informatization and telecommunications in the context of international security”1 to the First Committee of the General Assembly “Developments in the field of information and

1 Resolution A/RES/53/70 adopted by the General Assembly “Developments in the field of information and
the UN General Assembly. The document proposed by the Russian Federation was supported by the vast majority of the UN Member States.

Negotiation process evolved gradually. In 2001, Russia initiated the creation of the UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE), a forum where the representatives of 15—25 States took part in their personal capacity (Biryukov & Alborova, 2019). The goals of this mechanism evolved from studying threats in the ICTs sphere to developing norms, rules and principles of responsible State behavior in the information space. The work of the GGE proved its efficiency, thus basic principles of cooperation in the field of IIS were enshrined in the final reports of 2010, 2013 and 2015, adopted by consensus. In particular, 11 voluntary norms recommended by the GGE 2015 were included in the initial set of international rules, norms and principles of responsible behavior of States, enshrined in the resolution of the UN General Assembly No. 73/27 proposed by Russia.

Over time, the circle of States that wished to participate and had the right to vote in the UN discussion on IIS has expanded. In response to the request from the international community, in 2018 Russia proposed the creation of the new negotiating mechanism — the UN Open-ended Working Group (OEWG). Its fundamental difference from the GGE was the ability of all UN Member States to participate without exception “on an equal footing” in the specific decisions in the field of IIS and to defend the interests of national security. The OEWG, known as the “Cyber General Assembly,” is the first universal, inclusive, transparent and truly democratic negotiating mechanism on IIS issues in the UN system (Zinovieva, 2020). Despite the difficulties caused by the pandemic, the OEWG successfully completed its activities in March 2021 and adopted final report by consensus of all 193 UN Member States.

On December 31, 2020, with the support of an impressive majority of States, the UN General Assembly during its 75th session approved the Russian draft resolution deciding to convene a new OEWG on security issues in the use of ICTs and ICTs themselves in 2021—2025 starting from 2021. This decision confirms the relevance and necessity of ensuring the global negotiation process on IIS issues.

It is worth noting that the new OEWG is authorized to discuss profile proposals put forward by States, issues of capacity building, as well as establishing a dialogue between States (with the leading role of Governmental representatives), business, non-governmental...
organizations and the scientific and academic community.

The success of the Group depends on a number of factors, among which substantive discussion is the key one. It is fundamentally important to give to the activities of OEWG the most pragmatic character, so that the result of its work would be practice-oriented norms, recommendations and assistance programs.

Undoubtedly, significant progress in this direction has been achieved in cooperation with regional IGOs. Russia is actively cooperating with the Member States of CIS, CSTO, SCO, BRICS, ASEAN, the Arab League, and the African Union. The work is aimed at agreeing on specific solutions to ensure IIS. The development of norms, rules and principles of responsible States behavior is being actively discussed in BRICS and SCO. Counteracting ICTs crime is one of the key aspects of the discussion between CSTO, CIS, ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), and ASEAN. A conceptual apparatus in the field of the safe use of ICTs is being developed within the framework of ASEAN. Russia has also concluded a number of bilateral intergovernmental agreements that allow deepening the dialogue with like-minded States in the field of IIS (Krutskikh & Biryukov, 2017).

We can say that Russia continues to set the tone for international cooperation in this area, seeking to develop rules for responsible States behavior under the auspices of the UN, which should be based on such principles as sovereign equality; the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security and justice are not endangered; refraining in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations; respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms; and non-intervention in the internal affairs of other States.6

---


---

WHAT SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS IN THE FIELD OF IIS, IN YOUR OPINION, HAVE DEVELOPED IN THE WORLD TODAY? WHAT RESEARCH INITIATIVES, WHICH OF AUTHORITATIVE EXPERTS CAN YOU MENTION IN THIS REGARD? COULD THEY BE DIVIDED INTO SEVERAL GROUPS DEPENDING ON THE APPROACHES?

---


CIIS MAKES AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL TRAINING. IN 2019, A THREE-VOLUME TEXTBOOK “INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SECURITY: THEORY AND PRACTICE” (Krutskikh, 2019) WAS PUBLISHED, WHICH WAS REPUBLISHED AND SUPPLEMENTED IN 2021 (Krutskikh, 2021). THIS IS THE WORLD’S FIRST COMPREHENSIVE PUBLICATION ON THIS TOPIC, WHICH IS ACTUALLY A SCIENTIFIC ONTOLOGY ON IIS. ON THE BASIS OF THE TEXTBOOK, INNOVATIVE DIGITAL EDUCATIONAL COMPLEX “INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SECURITY: THEORY AND PRACTICE” WAS PREPARED, WHICH AFTER WAS NAMED FOR THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT PRIZE IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION FOR 2021 AND INCLUDED IN THE “SHORT LIST” OF NOMINEES.

---


As part of the “Priority 2030” program, CIIS prepared the report “International Information Security: Russia’s Approaches,” which presents the most pressing problems of IIS in an accessible format for a wide audience, as well as comprehensively characterizes Russia’s approaches to the formation of an international regime in the field of ICTs security on global, regional and bilateral levels (Krutskikh & Zinovieva, 2021). The report was presented at the UN platform and received wide recognition in the academic and diplomatic community.

In addition, on the basis of MGIMO University conferences, forums, seminars and round tables are held, where topical aspects of the digital agenda, that take into account promising areas of technological development and modern transformations of the international system, are discussed. Such an exchange of views contributes to the formation of a comprehensive understanding of the promising areas of domestic policy and interaction at the international level in this area.

We can say that a unique scientific school of MGIMO University in the field of international information security and science and technology policy has been formed around CIIS. The Center defends the national interests of the Russian Federation and provides expert support to the country’s foreign policy in this field. Scientific works of CIIS are widely cited by Russian and foreign scientists and set the direction for further study of these issues and training new generation of researchers. The staff of the Center actively publishes articles in scientific journals, monographs, educational and methodical literature behind their authorship.

The practice-oriented direction of scientific research in the field of IIS is being formed on the basis of the National Association for International Information Security (NAIIS) established in 2018. The President of the Association is the Advisor to the Secretary of the Security Council of the Russian Federation V.P. Sherstyuk, the members of the Association are the country’s leading experts in the field of IIS. The Supervisory Board of NAIIS is headed by Oleg Khramov, Deputy Secretary of the Security Council of the Russian Federation. According to the Charter of the Association, one of its main goals is to promote the Russian initiatives in the field of providing IIS with the proactive study of problematic issues in the interests of forming the negotiating positions of State bodies. While the discussion of the draft “Fundamentals of the State Policy of the Russian Federation in the field of international information security” on March 26, 2021, President of Russia Vladimir Putin emphasized the role of NAIIS in the implementation of Russia’s State policy in this area.

Indeed, at a time when the collective West has unleashed an aggressive cyber war against Russia, interaction between the scientific and academic community is of particular importance since many contacts with Russia at the State level to ensure IIS have been interrupted. An in-depth expert conversation and a half-track diplomacy is a unique source of ideological “feeding” for Russia’s efforts in the international arena and, at the same time, an objective and non-trivial look at the prospects for a multilateral discussion.

NAIIS, in turn, has great experience in holding international forums and conferences, for example, in Guatemala, Germany, China, Cuba, etc. In the context of the pandemic, the Association organized the forum “Partnership between the State, business and civil society in ensuring IIS,” published collections of reports, as well as analytical, scientific and methodological works.

---


10 Program XV International Forum “Partnership for State, Business and Civil Society in Ensuring International Information Security // NAIIS. September 24, 2021. URL:
Young researchers are also involved in the scientific research of the IIS and negotiation activities in this area. The driving force for promoting youth initiatives is the School of International Information Security of the Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia, which regularly holds open lectures on its site on topical aspects of the IIS, participates in scientific conferences, seminars and round tables on specialized topics.\footnote{IIS School // Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia [Школа МИБ // Дипломатическая академия МИД России]. URL: https://www.dipacademy.ru/special-projects/mib-school/ (accessed: 01.04.2022). (In Russian).}

Foreign researchers are also interested in the problem of providing IIS. It is impossible not to note the leading scientific centers of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), which are engaged in the study of this area and applied work. First of all, we are talking about the China Internet Association,\footnote{Zhongguo hulianwang xiehui [Internet Society of China]. URL: https://www.isc.org.cn (accessed: 01.04.2022). (In Chinese).} the China Cyberspace Security Association,\footnote{Zhongguo wangluo kongjian anquan xiehui [Cyber Security Association of China]. URL: https://www.cybersac.cn (accessed: 01.04.2022). (In Chinese).} the Committee Federation of Industry and Trade on the Operation and Maintenance of Big Data,\footnote{Zhonghua quanguo gongshangye lianhehui [All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce]. URL: https://www.acfic.org.cn/zzjg_327/zmwyh/2021_wlaqwzh/2021_wlaqwzh_md (accessed: 01.04.2022). (In Chinese).} the “360” Security Center.\footnote{360 qiyi anquan hui [Association of corporate security 360]. URL: https://www.360.cn (accessed: 01.04.2022). (In Chinese).} Considerable attention Chinese scientific and academic community gives to the study of global Internet governance. Yan Xuetong, Dean of the Institute of Contemporary International Relations, Tsinghua University, Editor-in-Chief of “China Journal on international politics”, considers cyberspace as a key driver of the development of world politics and international relations. He highlights the global governance of cyberspace as a strategic area of confrontation between the US and China (Yan Xuetong, 2020). In addition, a special place in the literature of the PRC is occupied by the problem of technological competition between the United States and China and its consequences for the global governance of the Internet (Li Zhi & Tang Runhua, 2020). A number of authors consider the Chinese approach to global Internet governance in the context of national security and digital sovereignty (Xu Peixi, 2021; Wang Zheng, 2020).

The Leiden University Laboratory headed by R. Creemers is studying the problems of cybersecurity and the role of the PRC in its provision within the framework of the “China’s Role in Cyber Security” project.\footnote{China’s Role in Cyber Security // Leiden Asia Centre. URL: https://leidenaasicentre.nl/chinas-role-in-cyber-security/ (accessed: 01.04.2022).} R. Creemers, professor at Leiden University and co-founder of the DigiChina project, explores China’s regulation in the field of digital technologies as well as China’s policy in global Internet governance (Creemers, 2022).

Bilateral relations between Russia and China are a comprehensive strategic partnership. Our countries adhere to similar views in the field of IIS — namely, support of the development of rules for the responsible States behavior in the information space under the auspices of the UN.

Western approaches differ from those promoted by Russia and China. The main achievement of the scientific school of the collective West in the field of IIS (it should be noted that the term “cybersecurity” is more often used in Western scientific discourse) is considered to be the publication of the Tallinn Manual and the Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the applicability of international humanitarian law to conflicts in cyberspace and cyber operations prepared by the staff of the NATO Cyber Defense Center in Tallinn under...
the guidance of professor of law M. Schmidt.\textsuperscript{17} This publication is an academic work and is not legally binding, but it is aimed to promote the Western negotiating position on IIS, essentially legitimizing the use of ICTs for military purposes. It should also be noted that within the Western scientific school there are significant substantive and ideological divides.

In this context, I would like to note that Russia is in favor of more active involvement of business, NGOs and the scientific and academic community in the global discussion on IIS. In our opinion, the specificity of ICTs is such that representatives of non-state actors can make a significant meaningful contribution to solving the problems that international community faces in this area.

— In 2020, the Chinese companies “China mobile” and “Huawei”, with the support of interested ministries, put forward a proposal in the ITU working group on the development of new IP-address protocols that contribute to the further development of advanced technologies, including 5G. In your opinion, can the proposed standards become an alternative to the existing Internet protocols created at the request of the West?

— The Corporation for the Management of Domain Names and IP Numbers (ICANN)\textsuperscript{18} and its subsidiary, the Organization for Public Technical Identifiers (PTI),\textsuperscript{19} play a key role in the Internet governance. Although ICANN is formally an independent non-profit organization, the US government actually controls the allocation of Internet names and numbers. The non-state status of ICANN acts as a “screen” designed to cover up the hegemony of the United States.

As for the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),\textsuperscript{20} this specialized UN body is neither legally nor politically involved in Internet governance since its participation in this process is openly sabotaged by the United States and its partners. Russia has advocated the transfer of Internet governance prerogatives to the ITU, which has the necessary expertise and legitimacy in these matters (Zinovieva, 2009). Naturally, such proposals run counter to the principled approaches of the United States wishing to maintain control over the Network.

Russia and China have consistently advocated the internationalization of governance of the global Internet, increasing role of States in this process, as well as maintaining their sovereign right to regulate the national segment of the Internet (Krutskikh & Zinovieva, 2021). China is also actively involved in the adoption of universal standards in the field of 5G communication networks. On the part of China and Chinese companies, work is underway to develop new protocols for IP-addresses. All these actions are aimed at internationalizing international Internet governance and increasing the role of the global community in this process in order to make it inclusive and democratic (Tikk & Kerttunen, 2020). I repeat: the optimal institutional base for Internet governance is the ITU.

— The United States has frozen cooperation with Russia on cybersecurity issues. Western countries accused Russia of harmful activities in the information space at a session of the UN Open-ended Working Group. How will the dialogue between Russia and the West continue developing in multilateral and bilateral formats to draw up convention on the provision of IIS?


\textsuperscript{18} The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). URL: https://www.icann.org/en (accessed: 01.04.2022).


\textsuperscript{20} International Telecommunication Union. URL: https://www.itu.int/ru/Pages/default.aspx (accessed: 01.04.2022).
Russia and the United States are countries that have a special responsibility for maintaining global peace and security. Our interaction took in different ways, but with Russia’s invariable attitude towards achieving practical results.

On September 25, 2020, the President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin presented a comprehensive program of practical measures to restore Russian-US cooperation in the field of IIS. The program was focused on increasing the level of trust, resetting relations with the United States in order to prevent large-scale confrontation in the digital environment and included the following areas.

First. To restore a regular full-scale bilateral interagency high-level dialogue on the key issues of ensuring IIS.

Second. To maintain a continuous and effective functioning of the communication channels between competent agencies of our States through Nuclear Risk Reduction Centers, Computer Emergency Readiness Teams and high-level officials in charge of the issues of IIS within the bodies involved in ensuring national security, including that of information.

Third. To jointly develop and conclude a bilateral intergovernmental agreement on preventing incidents in the information space similarly to the Soviet-American Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents On and Over the High Seas in force since 25 May 1972.

Fourth. To exchange, in a mutually acceptable format, guarantees of non-intervention into internal affairs of each other, including into electoral processes, inter alia, by means of the ICTs and high-tech methods.

In addition, the President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin proposed to conclude reaching a global agreement on a political commitment of States on no-first-strike with the use of ICTs against each other. There was no substantive response to our proposal.

After the July 2021 summit in Geneva, a specialized expert dialogue was launched between Russia and the United States in “the Kremlin — White House” format under the auspices of the Office of the Security Council of the Russian Federation and the US National Security Council. The exchange of operational information on cybercrime was established, the volume and quality of information on computer incidents transmitted between the National Coordination Center for Computer Incidents of Russia and the US Agency for Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Protection was increased. Bilateral cooperation between the Prosecutor General’s Office of the Russian Federation and the US Department of Justice has intensified. Nevertheless, despite the positive experience of interaction in this area, in the spring of 2022, the White House unilaterally withdrew from the permanent channel of communication with the Kremlin. In addition, Washington refused to further discuss the security of critical information infrastructure. All joint work to stop the activities of cybercriminals was also stopped. The United States refused the Russian proposal to deanonymize the Internet and forced its allies not to support our initiative to adopt an international legally binding document regulating the activities of States in the information space.

Due to the one-sided and destructive position of the collective West, the overall level of information security in the world is declining. The number of cyberattacks has been on the rise in recent years. Since the beginning of 2022, Western countries have repeatedly

---


increased attacks on our country — up to a million a week.

On May 20, 2022, under the chairmanship of the President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin, a meeting of Security Council of the Russian Federation was held, where the issues of information security were discussed.23 The President of Russia noted that targeted attempts to disable online resources of critical information infrastructure in Russia have been detected. Media outlets, financial institutions and widely used public websites and networks have been hit the hardest. In addition, one of the tools of sanctions’ pressure on Russia involved restrictions on foreign IT products and software. A number of Western tech companies unilaterally cut off Russia from technical support services for their equipment. Incidents where their products became limited or blocked have become more frequent.24 But even today it can be said that the cyber aggression against Russia, as well as the sanctions attack on Russia in general, failed. In general, we were ready for this attack, and this is the result of the systematic work that has been carried out over the past years.25

Regardless of the geopolitical situation, Russia remains open to dialogue and cooperation on the principles of mutual trust and respect for national interests with all States, and the United States is no exception in this sense.


As for the Convention on International Information Security, the idea was first introduced by Russia at a meeting of high representatives in charge of security issues in Yekaterinburg in 2011. At that time, 52 States acted as co-authors of the Russian draft.26 Russia submitted an updated draft of the Convention in 2021. Today, OEWG is the key platform for discussing the provisions of the future Convention. In order to maintain strategic stability and ensure protection against cyber threats, it is not enough to have norms that are voluntary and recommendatory in nature; we need the legal consolidation of the “rules of the road” in the ICTs environment.

— In your opinion, will the process of technological decoupling between the West adhering to the cybersecurity paradigm, and non-Western countries, advocating the concept of international information security and sovereign control of the internal segment of the Internet be accelerated in the future?

— The tendencies of recent years, and especially months, testify to the fact that the split of the world community into the West and non-Western continues.

The goal of the United States and NATO is to restore and consolidate forever their dominance in international affairs in favour of their selfish goals to the detriment of the national interests of other members of the international community. They promote the notorious “rules-based world order,” which in practice means the consolidation of “the right of the strongest” in world affairs, which contrast with the traditional understanding of the international law.

Russia and like-minded countries stand for the development of comprehensive cooperation in the field of IIS, taking into account the interests of all States. The primary task is to develop the international legal framework

for the activities of countries, as well as non-governmental entities in the field of ICTs. The current situation in the global arena is hardly conducive to optimistic forecasts. However, security in the cyber sphere requires international agreements. The stakes are too high to rely on a game without rules.

It is impossible to have a cyber world order where individual States seek to strengthen their security at the expense of the security of others. It is necessary for the entire global community to work out norms aimed at preventing conflicts in the information space, promoting the peaceful use of ICTs, preventing their use for criminal and terrorist purposes, as well as continuing relevant negotiations with the central role of the UN. Otherwise, as Sergey Lavrov declared, the world is threatened with cyberanarchy.27
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